
Welcome to the Fastest Growing DAPP on Valora Wallet!

Introducing SwapBitssa, a stable coin to Fiat swap that is stepping up to provide an offramp
that’s easy to use, reliable and accessible. Within the first quarter since launching the platform,
SwapBitssa was approved to be listed as a DAPP on Valora.
Valora is a mobile-first, self-custodial wallet built on the Celo block chain. This means that you,
as the wallet owner (i.e., Valora account holder), have complete control and access to your
wallet, available on both iOS and Android devices. Valora wallet has several features that
distinguishes itself from the other crypto wallets such as
No more 42-character wallet addresses, all you need is a phone number to be able to send or
receive.
The transaction costs are super low; Gas fees of $0.001
With the Valora Supercharge feature, you earn interest of 12% on your stable coin holdings in
Valora. No need to stake or offer liquidity to a pool; Just by holding cUSD/cEUR in your Valora
Wallet, you are earning interest of 12% on your balance that can be claimed weekly with the
press of a button.

https://twitter.com/ValoraApp/status/1511027673765720069?s=20&t=CGKCSMbySf_PMO4IROi
hsA
With over half a million downloads just on the PlayStore, Valora Wallet has been the perfect
launchpad for Bitssa to showcase its off-ramp capabilities that has been carefully and
painstakingly built over the 2 years prior.
SwapBitssa offers a reliable and convenient platform to instantly swap your stable coins to Fiat
in your bank account. The platform is designed to be mobile-first, easy to understand and use,
and accessible by all. Bitssa offers offramp services to nearly 50 countries and over 20
currencies so far. This has been possible through the effort & strategies of the team to tackle
and resolve all the red-tape and bureaucracy involved in dealing with banks/centralized finance.
The end product is a reliable and efficient crypto to fiat swap platform built on established lines
of finance that is accountable and trusted by its users.
At Celo Connect 2022, less than 2 months after the Valora listing, SwapBitssa was awarded the
Fastest Growing DAPP on Valora Wallet. Having crossed over 1.5 million USD in transaction
value in less than 6 months and boasting nearly 5000 transactions in number, this award was
well deserved!

https://twitter.com/ValoraApp/status/1511026087861567506?s=20&t=R24Lv3RXd4QJQMKRcO
4SSg

https://twitter.com/ValoraApp/status/1511026087861567506?s=20&t=R24Lv3RXd4QJQMKRcO4SSg
https://twitter.com/ValoraApp/status/1511026087861567506?s=20&t=R24Lv3RXd4QJQMKRcO4SSg

